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The diffractive resolution on a collisionless shock formed along the spatial profile of a beam in a nematic
liquid crystal is considered, this material being an example of a self-focusing, nonlocal medium. It is found that
the shock is resolved through the formation of an undular bore structure which persists for experimentally
relevant propagation distances due to nonlocality delaying the onset of modulational instability. Both
1+1 and 2+1 dimensional bores with circular symmetry are considered termed line and circular bores,
respectively. A semianalytical solution is developed for the line undular bore, approximating it as a train of
uniform solitary waves. The predictions of this semianalytical theory are found to be in excellent agreement
with numerical solutions of the governing equations, both for line and circular bores. The method presented
here yields semianalytical results for a bore in focusing media.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevA.78.063808 PACS numbers: 42.65.Tg, 42.70.Df
I. INTRODUCTION
Spatial solitary waves in bulk media result from a balance
between the diffractive spreading of a light beam and non-
linear, nonlocal self-focusing. Such solitary waves have gen-
erated much interest due to their possible applications as re-
configurable “circuits” for all-optical information processing
1. One particular nonlinear, nonlocal optical medium which
has received much attention is a nematic liquid crystal, due
in part to its “huge” nonlinear response which allows nonlin-
ear effects to be observed at small excitations 2. A series of
elegant experiments have shown that stable spatial solitary
waves, so-called nematicons, can propagate in nematic liquid
crystals at mW powers and over mm distances 3–5.
The equations governing nematicon propagation in liquid
crystals termed the nematicon equations are a coupled sys-
tem of two nonlinear partial differential equations in 2+1
dimensions and, as such, are difficult to solve, with no
known exact solutions. For this reason most existing work
has been numerical 4,6 or based on a mix of various
asymptotic, approximate, and numerical methods 7–10.
Previous work carried out in the frame of nematic liquid
crystals considered the development of modulational insta-
bility MI for continuous wave solutions of the nematic
equations 11–14. Experimental results demonstrate that an
initial wide input beam develops a periodic pattern as the
propagation distance increases, which is progressively ampli-
fied. Analysis of the fast Fourier transform FFT spectrum
of the intensity shows that the maximum gain is in good
agreement with the predictions of a stability analysis. Refer-
ences 15,16 also investigated MI for anisotropic nematics
in the presence of birefringent walkoff.
A generalized focusing nonlinear Schrödinger NLS
equation with three additional terms representing third-order
dispersion, self-steepening, and intrapulse stimulated Raman
scattering SRS was studied in 17. They found an analyti-
cal kink solution of this equation which resolves an optical
shock in a smooth, monotonic manner with no oscillation.
This kink solution is a viscous bore, with the SRS giving the
required loss, as opposed to the lossless, nonstationary, os-
cillatory bores examined in the present work. They further
considered the numerical evolution of pulses consisting of
kink-antikink pairs and a super-Gaussian profile and found
that there is a redshift in the pulse spectra, which is typical of
SRS. Reference 18 also considered an NLS equation with
an SRS term and found a kink viscous bore solution which
generalized that of Agrawal and Headley 17. This kink so-
lution could be either monotone or oscillatory, depending on
the parameter choices. Last, the kink was found to be un-
stable in both the focusing and defocusing regimes.
Reference 19 addressed the development of MI in a me-
dium governed by a nonlocal, nonlinear Schrödinger equa-
tion. A stability analysis showed that MI always occurs for
the focusing case, while in the defocusing case the occur-
rence of MI is dependent on the particular form of the re-
sponse function. Gaussian, which corresponds to the nemati-
con equations in 1+1 dimensions, and rectangular response
functions were considered in detail. The MI gain profiles
showed that the maximum gain decreases as the degree of
nonlocality increases, which confirms that nonlocality can
suppress the development of modulation instability, but can-
not eliminate it. A modulational transverse stability analysis
of long, one dimensional beams for the focusing nematicon
equations was undertaken by Lin et al. 20 and, again, non-
locality was found to suppress modulational instability.
While these works considered axisymmetric beams, Conti et
al. 16 considered MI for anisotropic nematics.
More recently Ref. 21 addressed the development of
collisionless shock waves in nonlocal media, both focusing
and defocusing. In the focusing case it was shown that non-
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locality suppresses modulational instability, so that the devel-
opment of an undular bore from the shock could be seen. The
defocusing case is modulationally stable, so that the shock
develops into a stable undular bore consisting of dark nem-
aticons. Experimental results were presented in Ghofraniha
et al. 21 for the development of a shock in a thermal de-
focusing medium, with good qualitative comparisons ob-
tained with numerical results. A similar study of collisionless
shock and bore formation in a defocusing photorefractive
crystal was reported in Wan et al. 22. Nematic liquid crys-
tals form ideal media for such studies as they exhibit a self-
focusing response to electrical fields and a defocusing ther-
mal response 2.
For nonlinear dispersive or diffractive wave equations,
initial discontinuities are resolved through dispersion dif-
fraction into an undular bore, which is a modulated wave
train consisting of solitary waves at its leading edge and
linear waves at its trailing edge. An undular bore then gives
a smooth transition across the discontinuity. Mathematically,
undular bore solutions are derived using Whitham modula-
tion theory 23. Modulation theory develops partial differ-
ential equations for the parameters of a slowly varying wave
train. In general, if these modulation equations are hyper-
bolic, the wave train is modulationally stable and the undular
bore solution is found as a simple wave solution. If the
modulation equations are elliptic, the wave train is modula-
tionally unstable and there is no long-term undular bore so-
lution. In a study of the forced Korteweg–de Vries KdV
equation for resonant fluid flow over topography, Grimshaw
and Smyth 24 and Smyth 25 used the undular bore solu-
tion of the KdV equation to describe this resonant flow. As
part of their study, Grimshaw and Smyth 24 approximated
the undular bore by a train of uniform solitons and found
good agreement with numerical solutions for a wide range of
parameter values. The method, termed uniform soliton
theory, has also been applied to the modified KdV initial-
boundary value IBV problem 26 and an IBV problem for
magma flow 27, with good agreement between numerical
and theoretical results.
In this paper we consider the evolution of a collisionless
shock for the nematicon equations. Continuous waves for the
focusing nonlinear Schrödinger NLS type nematicon equa-
tions are unstable, have elliptic modulation equations and so
a shock boundary condition is ill posed. However, it is
shown that the propagation distance for the development of
MI is longer than that for a bore and longer than the propa-
gation distance in experimental scenarios, depending on the
noise level. In Sec. II the governing equations are presented,
along with a stability analysis for a continuous wave in 1
+1 dimensions. In Sec. III the semianalytical solution for the
undular bore evolving from a shock is developed for the 1
+1 dimensional line bore geometry. This semianalytical so-
lution is based on a train of nematicons. As there is no exact
solution for a steady nematicon, a variational method is
adopted to obtain an approximation to it. Mass, momentum,
and energy conservation are then used to obtain approximate
solutions for the amplitude, spacing and velocity of the nem-
aticons being generated by the bore. In Sec. IV the semiana-
lytical solutions are compared with numerical results for line
and circular bores, with excellent agreement found. Numeri-
cal simulations are also performed to investigate the onset of
MI for an undular bore. In Sec. V the results are summarized.
II. GOVERNING EQUATIONS
Let us consider coherent, polarized light propagating in a
liquid crystal cell, with the Z coordinate down the axis of the
cell and the X ,Y coordinates orthogonal to this direction.
Let us take the input light to be polarized in the X direction.
To overcome the Freéderick threshold a static electric field is
applied in the X direction so that in the absence of light the
nematic director i.e., the optic axis distribution of the corre-
sponding uniaxial crystal makes an angle ̂ to the Z direc-
tion in the plane X ,Z, as in 3. We then set  to be the
perturbation of the director angle from this pretilt angle due
to the optical field and E to be the electric field envelope of
the light. Due to walkoff the light beam propagates at an
angle to the Z direction 28. Let us take the coordinate z to
be in the walkoff direction, with x and y orthogonal to this.
In nondimensional variables the equations governing the
propagation of light through the liquid crystal cell are then
i
E
z
+
1
2
2E + sin 2E = 0,
2 − q sin 2 = − 2E2 cos 2 , 1
where the Laplacian 2 is in the x ,y plane 7,9,30. How-
ever, unless the nematicon paths are curved, due to a chang-
ing electric field say, the difference between the x ,y ,z and
X ,Y ,Z coordinate systems is small and may be neglected.
The parameter  measures the elasticity of the nematic and q
is related to the energy squared amplitude of the static elec-
tric field which pretilts the nematic 5,7,8,30. The usual op-
erating regime for nonlinear guided wave propagation in
nematic liquid crystals is the so-called nonlocal regime in
which  is large 7, with  /q25 for optical solitons 29.
So let us consider the nonlocal limit, for which  is large.
In this limit the response of the molecular director to the
electric field is nonlocal, due to the slow decay of the crystal
distortion produced by the optical field. It can then be seen
from the director equation, the second of Eq. 1, that  is
small 7, so the nematicon equations 1 can be approxi-
mated by
i
E
z
+
1
2
2E + 2E = 0, 2 − 2q = − 2E2. 2
A. Boundary conditions for the line bore
Before considering the general 2+1 dimensional case, let
us consider the case in which the breaking front is a one
dimensional plane. In the present work we are interested in
the subsequent diffractive smoothing of the shock formed in
a nonlocal, self-focusing medium as considered in 21.
Therefore let us assume that the shock has formed, so that
the appropriate boundary condition in 1+1 dimensions is
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E = ameikx−z, x  0,
0, x  0,
	  = 
am
2
q
, x  0,
0, x  0
 3
at z=0, where
 =
k2
2
−
2am
2
q
. 4
The wave in the region x0 is the continuous wave cw
solution of Eq. 2. Without loss of generality we can assume
am0. Once the smoothing of the shock in 1+1 dimensions
has been analyzed and the appropriate solution obtained, this
solution will be extended to the experimentally more realistic
2+1 dimensional case.
B. Stability of the 1+1 dimensional continuous wave
It is well known that, for focusing NLS-type equations
such as the nematicon equations 2, linear waves are un-
stable 1. In terms of Whitham’s modulation theory 23, the
modulation equations for focusing NLS-type equations are
elliptic. As these stability results are well known 11, here
we shall just summarize the basic points. Let us consider a
cw and perturb the electric field and the optic axis distribu-
tion by small quantities as
E = ame
i2am
2 /qz1 − ,  =
am
2
q
1 + 1 , 5
where  , 11. Let us then seek a modal expansion for
the perturbation of the form
 = Aezei	x + Beze−i	x, 6
which is then substituted into the nematicon equations 2,
giving
 = 

	
2
 16am22q + 	2 − 	21/2. 7
Hence the cw is unstable if
0  	2 
− q + q2 + 16am
2 1/2

. 8
This stability result is the same, suitably rescaled, as Eq. 39
in 19. In the local limit →0 the NLS modulational stabil-
ity result is retrieved 1,23. In the highly nonlocal limit, 
→, the instability band 8 becomes 0,81/2−1/2 and the
maximum rate of instability becomes max= 2 /1/2am. It can
be clearly seen that as  increases the modulational instabil-
ity is suppressed.
III. SEMIANALYTICAL SOLUTIONS
A. The 1+1 dimensional semianalytical nematicon solution
The previous section showed that cw solutions of the
nematicon equations 2 are unstable. Hence the modulation
equations associated with them are elliptic 23. The usual
method to find undular bores of nonlinear wave equations is
to construct the associated modulation equations and, if these
equations are hyperbolic, find the undular bore as a simple
wave solution 31. The modulation equations for the nem-
aticon equations 2 are elliptic and so do not possess a
simple wave solution. However the results of 21 and the
present numerical results show that an undular bore structure
forms from a breaking front, or shock wave, for a certain
length z, before modulational instability takes over and the
bore is destroyed. As the standard method based on modula-
tion theory will not work, an alternative method developed
by Grimshaw and Smyth 24 for the KdV equation, and
subsequently applied to other equations 27,32,33, will be
employed. This method assumes that the shock is smoothed
out into a series of equal amplitude solitons. Even though
this is not true in the initial stages of the evolution, it be-
comes a better approximation as z increases as the number of
waves in the bore becomes large 24.
The bore approximation of Grimshaw and Smyth 24 is
based on the exact soliton solution of the KdV equation. No
such exact solution of the nematicon equations 2 exists.
Therefore a variational approximation to this soliton solution
will be used, which was found to be accurate in previous
work on nematicon evolution 8–10. The variational ap-
proximation to the nematicon in 1+1 dimensions will be
sought before the approximation to the undular bore is
found.
The nematicon equations 2 have the Lagrangian
L = iE*Ez − EEz
* − E2 + 4E2 − 2 − 2q2, 9
where the * superscript denotes the complex conjugate. An
approximate steady nematicon solution in 1+1 dimensions
can be sought using a trial function similar to that used by
Minzoni et al. 10 in 2+1 dimensions:
E = a sech
x − kz
w
eikx+z,  =  sech2
x − kz

. 10
The trial function in the electric field is based on the soliton
solution of the NLS equation and has profile amplitude a and
width w. Note that k is chosen to be the same as the wave
number in the cw initial profile. Also, the propagation con-
stant V=k is not an assumption but an exact result deduced
from the traveling wave form of the governing equations.
The director distribution has optic axis perturbation ampli-
tude  and width . In the nonlocal limit w. These trial
functions 10 are now substituted into the Lagrangian 9,
which is then averaged by integrating from − to  in x.
This results in the averaged Lagrangian
L = − 4a2w − 2k2a2w −
2a2
3w
−
162
15
−
8
3
q2 + a2I ,
11
where
Iw, = 
−

sech2 x

sech2 x
w
dx . 12
For w the integral I cannot be evaluated in closed form.
The variational equations, which provide the nematicon pa-
rameters, are then
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La = − 8aw − 4k2aw −
4a
3w
+ 2aI = 0, 13
Lw = − 4a2 − 2k2a2 +
2a2
3w2
+ a2Iw = 0, 14
L = −
32
15
−
16
3
q + a2I = 0, 15
L =
162
152
−
8
3
q2 + a2I = 0. 16
From Eqs. 13 and 14 we have
 =
4
3wI − wIw
, 17
which is the amplitude of the optic axis distribution. The
variational equations 15–17 then represent three equa-
tions in the four unknown parameters which describe the
director and electric field profiles. These equations were
solved numerically for the nematicon parameters, when one
of them had a given value as the nematicon solution is a one
parameter family. The integral I was evaluated numerically
using Simpson’s rule. When =0 the governing equations 2
reduce to the NLS equation. In this special case the varia-
tional equations have the explicit solution
 =
a2
q
, w =  =
q1/2
21/2a
,  = a2 −
k2
2
, 18
which is the exact NLS soliton.
B. Uniform nematicon theory for the line bore
Once an approximate solution for the nematicon in 1+1
dimensions has been found, it can be used to find an approxi-
mation to the undular bore generated from a shock using the
method of Grimshaw and Smyth 24. This method is based
on assuming that the shock is resolved by diffraction into a
train of uniform nematicons. The profile amplitude and spac-
ing are calculated by using global conservation laws 24,
which must hold no matter what form of solution is used. Of
course, this uniform nematicon approximation cannot hold
throughout the bore as its constituent waves must approach
linear waves at its trailing edge. The uniform nematicon ap-
proximation is then valid near the front of the bore, where
the waves are well approximated by nematicons. The mass
and energy conservation laws of the nematicon equations 2
in 1+1 dimensions are
i

z
E2 +
1
2

x
E*Ex − EEx
* = 0, 19
i

z
Ex2 − 4E2 + x
2 + 2q2 +
1
2

x
E
x
*Exx − ExExx
* − 4E*Ex + 4EEx
* − 4ixz = 0,
20
respectively. It should be noted that these conservation laws
are named from invariances of the Lagrangian 9 34 but do
not correspond to the same quantities in optics. For instance,
the mass conservation law 19 corresponds to conservation
of power in optics.
To find an approximate solution for the bore we assume
that at z there are N nematicons of uniform amplitude gen-
erated from the shock. The conserved quantities are then N
times those for a single nematicon. On integrating the con-
servation laws from x=− to x=, contributions from the
flux terms x derivative terms are picked up at x=− due to
the condition 3 holding at x=−. There is no flux contri-
bution from x= as the condition 3 gives that E==0 at
x=. Integrating the conservation equations then gives
d
dz

−

E2dx = kam
2 , 21
d
dz

−

Ex2 − 4E2 + x
2 + 2q2dx = kam
2 k2 − 4am2
q
 .
22
Since we are assuming that N identical nematicons have been
generated, the integrals on the left hand side of Eq. 22 are
N times the integral for one nematicon. From the trial func-
tions 10 the mass and energy for a single nematicon can be
evaluated as

−

E2dx = 2a2w ,

−

Ex2 − 4E2 + x
2 + 2q2dx
= 2a2
3w
+
162
15
+ 2k2a2w +
8
3
q2 − a2I . 23
The conservation relations 21 and 22 then provide
2a2wNz = kam
2 ,
2a2
3w
+
162
15
+ 2k2a2w +
8
3
q2 − a2INz
= kam
2 k2 − 4am2
q
 . 24
Eliminating Nz gives the transcendental equation
2a2
3w
+
162
15
+
8
3
q2 − a2I = −
8am
2
q
a2w , 25
which determines the profile amplitude a on using Eqs.
15–17.
For a certain profile amplitude am of the initial jump and
given q and  Eqs. 15–17 and 25 are four equations for
the four parameters of the nematicons generated from the
shock.
For =0 the uniform nematicon theory has the exact ana-
lytical solution with
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a = 6am,  =
6am
2
q
, w =  =
q
23am
. 26
Hence, in this limit, the lead nematicon has an electric field
amplitude which is 2.45 times the height of the initial jump
shock and the optic axis distribution has an amplitude of 6
times the initial jump in . By way of contrast, for the KdV
undular bore the lead soliton is twice the height of the initial
jump.
Figure 1 shows the predictions of uniform nematicon
theory. a, , w−1, and −1 are shown vs  as given by Eqs.
15–17 and 25. The initial shock has a profile amplitude
am=0.5 with q=1. At =0 the nematicon has an electric field
amplitude of a=1.22, while the optic axis distribution pertur-
bation has amplitude =1.5. As  increases the profile am-
plitude a, after a slight dip, increases as well, while the optic
axis perturbation amplitude decreases. At =0 the width of
both distributions is =w=0.57. As  increases the widths of
both profiles increase, with , the width of the optical dis-
turbance, becoming much larger than the width of the elec-
tric field profile w. This is consistent with the nonlocal limit,
as for → the director distribution becomes much broader
than the electric field.
IV. COMPARISON WITH NUMERICAL SOLUTIONS
In this section numerical solutions of the nematicon equa-
tions 2 are compared with the semianalytical solutions de-
veloped for line bores. The numerical solutions were found
using the Dufort-Frankel finite difference scheme to solve
the electric field equation, the first of Eqs. 2. For the direc-
tor equation, the second of Eqs. 2, Gauss-Seidel iteration
was used with successive over relaxation. An advantage of
the Dufort-Frankel and Gauss-Seidel schemes is that they are
both explicit methods with low storage costs. The step sizes
used were x=0.4 and z=410−3. Note that z /x must
be small to ensure consistency of the DuFort-Frankel finite
difference scheme.
A. The line bore
Figure 2 displays the profile and optical axis distribution
amplitudes, a and , vs . The other parameters are am
=0.2, q=1, and k=1. Shown are the prediction of uniform
soliton theory and the numerical solutions. Two different nu-
merical estimates of the profile amplitudes are visible. One
estimate is the amplitude of the first nematicon generated by
the shock initial jump at the z value for which the nemati-
con has fully formed. The second estimate is the maximum
profile amplitude in the bore averaged from the z position at
which the first nematicon has formed until the z value at
which modulational instability dominates. An averaging pro-
cess is needed as there is some oscillation in the profile am-
plitude while the bore develops.
For small  the undular bore is qualitatively similar to that
for the KdV equation see Fig. 3, while for large  the
nematicons which are generated interact with each other non-
locally due to the broad response of the nematics causing a
wide potential well enclosing all the solitons in the bore see
Fig. 4. Hence for small  the profile amplitude does not vary
much once it is fully formed, while for large  the maximum
profile amplitude varies with z since the waves interact.
The general trend is that, as  increases, the profile am-
plitude increases and that of the optic axis distribution de-
0
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FIG. 1. Variation of nematicon bore parameters vs . Shown are
a upper solid line,  lower solid line, w−1 upper dashed line,
−1 lower dashed line from uniform soliton theory. The other
parameters are am=0.5 and q=1.
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ν
FIG. 2. Profile amplitudes vs . Shown is a,  solid lines from
uniform soliton theory. Numerical estimates are for the first nem-
aticon circles and the average maximum amplitude squares. The
other parameters are am=0.2, q=1, and k=0.
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x
FIG. 3. Numerical solutions of Eq. 2 vs x at z=300. Shown are
E solid line and  dashed line. The other parameters are =1,
am=0.2, q=1, and k=0.
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creases. The comparison between the theoretical results and
the numerical estimates of the maximum nematicon ampli-
tude is excellent. For the first nematicon of the bore the
uniform soliton theory overestimates the numerical predic-
tions by about 25%.
Figure 3 shows the numerical solutions for E and  vs x
at z=300. The other parameters are =1, am=0.2, q=1, and
k=0. This figure shows a classical undular bore with nemati-
cons at the front of the bore and linear waves of small am-
plitude at the rear of the bore. The lead wave has amplitude
a=0.4 and =0.14. The uniform nematicon approximation
of the present work gives a=0.48 and =0.18, which over-
estimate the numerical values by 20% and 28%, respectively.
As this example is for the local limit the optical axis distri-
bution has approximately the same width as the electric field.
Also, the lead wave in the bore is stationary. This is in accord
with the prediction V=k=0 of the current uniform nematicon
approximation. A numerical solution for the same parameter
values, except with k=1, yields an identical bore which is
shifted to the right by x=293. This corresponds to a numeri-
cal propagation constant V=0.97, which is very close to the
theoretical prediction V=k=1. It should be noted that for this
example MI does not occur until z=600.
Figure 4 shows the numerical solution of the nematicon
equations 2 for E and  vs x at z=400. The other param-
eters are =50, am=0.2, q=1, and k=0. A classical bore, as
seen in Fig. 3, has a structure where the waves decrease in
amplitude from the front to the rear. In this nonlocal case this
pattern disappears with the waves no longer ordered by am-
plitude. Also it can be seen from the figure that there are less
director peaks in the bore than electric field peaks. The large
nonlocality =50 of this example has resulted in a broad
director response, which wipes out many individual peaks.
Moreover, the director profiles are now broader than the
electric field profiles =6.9w=2.9, as expected, and
hence the nematicons interact with each other through this
broad potential well, as discussed above. The amplitude of
the highest nematicon varies in a complicated manner with z
due to this interaction. However, the average maximum am-
plitude, calculated from z=100 when the first nematicon has
fully formed, to z=1200, after which modulational instability
dominates, is a=0.55 and =0.11. This is very close to the
estimates from uniform soliton theory of a=0.53 and 
=0.11. Again the bore is stationary, as k=0. For k=1 the
numerical propagation constant is V=1.03, which is very
close to the theoretical result V=k=1.
To investigate the onset of MI for the collisionless shock
considered here we add a small perturbation to the cw
boundary condition 3 of the form
 = 1 cos	x . 27
Figure 5 shows the numerical solution of the nematicon
equations, E vs z, at an x location well behind the develop-
ing bore. The other parameter values are =50, am=0.2, q
=1, k=0, and 	=0.15. For these parameter values the insta-
bility band 8 is 0, 0.30, so the choice 	=0.15 lies in the
center of the instability band. When 1=10
−6 the figure
shows that the onset of MI occurs at z400, with large
amplitude oscillations occurring for larger z. For 1=10
−8 the
onset of MI is delayed to z550, with a similar oscillatory
pattern occurring for larger z. The onset of MI can be theo-
retically predicted from the stability analysis in Sec. II B.
From Eq. 7 the growth rate of the perturbation, or the gain,
for the examples considered here is =0.032. We set 1e
z
=O0.1, which is the order of magnitude of the first oscil-
lation generated by the MI. Assuming 1=10
−y gives the lin-
ear relation z=72y−1, which estimates the onset of MI as a
function of the magnitude of the initial perturbation. For the
examples of Fig. 5 we obtain z=360 and z=505 y=6 and 8,
respectively as theoretical estimates for the location of the
onset of MI. It can be seen that these theoretical estimates are
very good as they vary by less than 10% from the numerical
values. In the case where MI is generated by computer
round-off error 110−16 as FORTRAN double precision code
was used to generate the numerical solutions. In this case the
theoretical estimate for the onset of MI is z=7216−1
=1080, which again has a 10% variation from the numerical
onset at z1200.
Figure 6 shows the numerical solution of the nematicon
equations, E vs z, at an x location well behind the develop-
ing bore for various values of , with am=0.2, q=1, k=0,
and 1=10
−6. For =50 the instability band 8 is 0, 0.30,
0
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FIG. 4. Numerical solutions of Eq. 2 vs x at z=400. Shown are
E solid line and  dashed line. The other parameters are 
=50, am=0.2, q=1, and k=0.
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FIG. 5. Numerical solutions of nematicon equations 2 vs z.
Shown are E vs z for 1=10−6 solid line and 1=10−8 dashed
line. The other parameters are =50, am=0.2, q=1, k=0, and 	
=0.15.
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with the maximum gain 1	=0.2=0.0346. For =100 we
have a maximum gain 2	=0.18=0.0270 and for =200
the maximum gain is 3	=0.15=0.0207. The numerical
solutions shown in Fig. 6 use the perturbation 27 with 	
values corresponding to the maximum gain. The figure illus-
trates that the onset of MI is suppressed by increased nonlo-
cality, as it occurs for larger z as  increases. The onset of MI
occurs at z=380, 484, and 636 for the three examples 
=50, 100, and 200, respectively.
Again a simple relation, which for these parameter
choices is z=11.51 /, can be derived to predict the onset of
MI. Hence the three theoretical estimates for the onset of MI
are z=333, 426, and 556, respectively. These predictions un-
derestimate the actual onset of MI slightly, by about 12%.
From a practical viewpoint the z location at which MI
occurs in typical experimental scenarios is of great interest,
as it determines whether or not the collisionless bores studied
in this work can be experimentally observed. Reference 11
considered the experimental development of MI in nematic
liquid crystals. In their Fig. 3 they showed that MI develops
at z300 	m for an input beam with power P=352 mW.
This power level is very high for experiments involving
nematicons, however, with a power level of P=O10 mW
much more typical, see 4,5,15. The reason that such a high
power level was used in this experimental work was that MI
was not observable over typical experimental length scales
using lower power levels. Expression 5 in 11 gives the MI
gain  P1/2, which implies that the onset of MI will occur at
z352 /171/2300=1.26 mm for a power P=17 mW. 35
showed that Z=500 is a typical nondimensional cell length,
corresponding to experimental cells with dimensional
lengths of 1–2 mm, so for many typical experimental sce-
narios involving nematic liquid crystals collisionless shocks
will develop on length scales shorter than MI does.
B. The circular bore
Let us consider the 2+1 dimensional nematicon equations
with circular symmetry, i.e., E=Er ,z and =r ,z, where
r=x2+y2. The appropriate boundary condition is then
E = ameikr−z, 0  r  r0,
0, r  r0,
	
 = 
am
2
q
, 0  r  r0,
0, r  r0
 28
at z=0, where the expression for  is given in Eq. 4. The
cw wave, which forms the boundary condition for rr0, is
the 1+1 dimensional cw solution 2. In contrast to the 1
+1 dimensional case, however, the cw is only an exact solu-
tion of the 2+1 dimensional governing equations for a sta-
tionary bore, for which k=0. For k0 the cw in Eq. 28 is
only a valid approximation for r1 and hence will evolve in
z, especially near the origin r=0.
Figure 7 shows the numerical solution of the 2+1 dimen-
sional nematicon equations 2, E vs r at z=300. The other
parameters are =1, am=0.2, q=1, and r0=800. For k=0 a
stationary cw exists and the circular bore is qualitatively
similar to the corresponding line bore of Fig. 3. Note that
E→am as r→0 for the stationary circular bore, as the cw is
an exact solution of the governing equations. The lead wave
of the circular bore has a=0.4 and =0.14, which are iden-
tical results to those for the corresponding line bore of Fig. 3.
For nonzero k the circular bore is quite different to the
stationary case as it propagates outwards with a central dark
zone forming, in which the electric field intensity is low.
Qualitatively this is similar to experimental results for the
formation of a circular bore in a defocusing medium 21,22
see Fig. 5 of 21 and Figs. 2 and 6 of 22. For k=1 the
lead wave has a=0.32 and =0.09 at r=1050, while for k
=2 the lead wave has a=0.28 and =0.07 at r=1310. These
locations correspond to numerical values of V=0.97 and V
=1.8, respectively. For the line bore it can be shown analyti-
cally that V=k, so the numerical propagation constants for
the circular bore are slightly lower than the theoretical value
in 1+1 dimensions.
As r increases it can be seen that the amplitude of the
nematicons in the expanding circular bores decrease. This is
due to geometric spreading. A simple geometric optics analy-
0
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FIG. 6. Numerical solution of nematicon equations 2 vs z.
Shown are E vs z for =50 solid line, =100 long dashes, and
=200 short dashes. The other parameter values are am=0.2, q
=1, k=0, and 1=10
−6.
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FIG. 7. Numerical solutions of nematicon equations 2 vs r at
z=300. Shown are E for k=0 the left bore, k=1 the middle
bore, and k=2 the right bore. The other parameters are =1,
am=0.2, q=1, and r0=800.
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sis shows that the profile amplitude decreases like ar−1/2
for large r, while the director response decreases like 
r−1, again for large r. Using this geometric optics analysis
and numerical results for the circular stationary bore gives a
prediction for the amplitude of the largest wave in the bore
of a= 780 /10501/20.40=0.34 and = 780 /10500.14
=0.10 for the k=1 case. For k=2 geometric optics gives
predictions of a=0.31 and =0.08. These results are very
close to the actual numerical amplitudes of the expanding
bores with the geometric optics explaining about 75% of the
decay in the profile amplitude and over 90% of the decay in
the director response.
Figure 8 shows the numerical solution of the 2+1 dimen-
sional nematicon equations 2, E and  vs r, at z=500. The
other parameters are =1, am=0.2, q=1, and r0=1000. For
k=0 the circular bore is stationary and is qualitatively similar
to the corresponding line bore of Fig. 4. As for the line bore
case the large nonlocality causes the nematicons to interact
via the broad director response. For the stationary circular
bore the largest nematicon has a=0.51 and =0.11, while
the leading edge of the bore is at r=930. For k=1 the bore
propagates outwards. The leading edge of the bore is now at
r=1440. The amplitudes of the largest nematicon in this ex-
panding bore are a=0.45 and =0.08. For this expanding
bore V=1.02, very close to the 1+1 dimensional estimate of
1.
In the discussion of Fig. 4, which dealt with a line bore, it
was explained how nonlocality causes the maximum profile
amplitude in a bore to vary in a complicated manner with z
since the nematicons are interacting via the director. It was
found, however, that the average of the maximum ampli-
tudes, over the length of the cell, compared well with the
predictions from uniform nematicon theory. For an expand-
ing circular bore, however, the predictions of uniform nem-
aticon theory must be modified using geometric optics to
allow for the effect of geometric spreading.
For an expanding circular bore the z-weighted averages of
the electric field and director responses in a domain extend-
ing from z=0 to z=z1 are
a
z1

0
z1 dz
1 + Vz/r01/2
=
2a
Vz1
r0
2 + Vr0z11/2 − r0 ,

z1

0
z1 dz
1 + Vz/r0
=
r0
Vz1
lnr0 + Vz1 − lnr0 . 29
The predictions of uniform nematicon theory for the line
bore are a=0.54 and =0.11 for the parameters of Fig. 8.
For the stationary circular bore, for z1=1200, the average
maximum amplitudes are a=0.55 and =0.12, nearly iden-
tical to the line bore results.
For the expanding circular bore the predictions of uniform
nematicon theory must be combined with Eq. 29, which
gives predictions of a=0.44 and =0.07 using z1=1200, V
=1, and the other relevant parameters of Fig. 8. The numeri-
cal averages for this expanding bore are found to be a
=0.40 and =0.07, which again gives an excellent compari-
son with the theoretical predictions.
In summary, it was found that the analytical theory devel-
oped for the line bore geometry also works well for circular
bores of large initial radius, giving accurate predictions. Uni-
form nematicon theory can be used directly for a stationary
circular bore, but must be combined with a geometric optics
analysis for an expanding circular bore.
V. CONCLUSIONS
The evolution of collisionless shocks in a nonlocal, focus-
ing medium, namely a nematic liquid crystal, was considered
both analytically and numerically. The resolution of an initial
discontinuity, or optical shock, was examined for both the
1+1 dimensional nematicon equations a line bore and the
2+1 dimensional nematicon equations with circular symme-
try a circular bore.
A semianalytical solution, which predicts the amplitudes
of the largest waves in the bores, was derived from uniform
nematicon theory, which in turn was developed from conser-
vation laws and the assumption that a train of uniform nem-
aticons is generated by the shock. The semianalytical predic-
tions were found to be in excellent agreement with numerical
solutions for both line and circular bores. The present semi-
analytical theory represents a suitable method of finding ana-
lytical bore solutions for a focusing medium.
Due to solutions of the focusing equations being subject
to modulational instability, the boundary value problems
considered here are, in fact, ill posed. However, it was shown
that collisionless shocks should develop on experimentally
observable length scales, shorter than for MI.
This study motivates and will encourage experimental ob-
servations of collisionless shocks in nematic liquid crystals
and other nonlocal media.
Last, the uniform nematicon theory is expected to be use-
ful for predicting the generation of dark nematicons in the
defocusing version of the present nematicon equations, ap-
plicable to thermal media. This is a topic of currently ongo-
ing research.
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FIG. 8. Numerical solutions of the nematicon equations 2 vs r
at z=500. Shown are E solid lines and  dashed lines for k
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